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Abstract

We propose that microbial diversity must be viewed in light of gene flow and selection, which

define units of genetic similarity, and of phenotype and ecological function, respectively. Here, we

discuss to what extent ecological and genetic units overlap to form cohesive populations in the

wild, based on recent evolutionary modeling and on evidence from some of the first microbial

populations studied with genomics. These show that if recombination is frequent and selection

moderate, ecologically adaptive mutations or genes can spread within populations independently

of their original genomic background (gene-specific sweeps). Alternatively, if the effect of

recombination is smaller than selection, genome-wide selective sweeps should occur. In both

cases, however, distinct units of overlapping ecological and genotypic similarity will form if

microgeographic separation, likely involving ecological tradeoffs, induces barriers to gene flow.

These predictions are supported by (meta)genomic data, which suggest that a ‘reverse ecology’

approach, in which genomic and gene flow information is used to make predictions about the

nature of ecological units, is a powerful approach to ordering microbial diversity.
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Introduction and motivation

It is often said that species are fundamental units of ecology because they comprise

individuals that are phenotypically and hence ecologically more similar to each other than to

other species [1,2]. This notion was extended in Mayr’s biological species concept [3],

which states that species are reproductively isolated units, implying that adaptive mutations

can spread within a species leaving other co-existing species unaffected. Although recent
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evidence has shown that reproductive boundaries can be leaky [4–6], species are still

regarded as congruent genetic and ecological units for sexual eukaryotes, even if hybrids

and intermediate forms are common [7]. For bacteria and archaea, however, the situation has

been marred by several complicating factors that question whether such units can be

defined.

In addressing whether we can identify genetically and ecologically congruent units, we need

to take into account the peculiarities of bacterial and archaeal evolution, i.e., the varying

modes and rates of genetic exchange. In these organisms, incorporation of new genetic

material is always unidirectional and leads either to gene conversion by homologous

recombination or gene addition by non-homologous recombination (see Glossary). (In fact,

the distinction might not be so clear: there is mounting evidence that homologous

recombination is often involved in gene addition and loss [8–11]). Importantly, the rates and

bounds of this gene transfer can vary considerably. While some lineages follow a highly

clonal mode of evolution, in others, rates of recombination can differ by several orders of

magnitude. Regardless of the overall rate of gene flow, genetic material can, in principle, be

incorporated from distantly related organisms. This variation in genetic exchange and its

effect on genotypic integrity and ecological adaptation is at the heart of the debate about

what constitutes ecological and genetic units for bacteria and archaea.

In particular, horizontal gene transfer (HGT) among distantly related organisms can create

genotypes that vary in properties of ecological relevance by acquiring functions, such as

antibiotic resistance or nitrogen fixation, that distinguish them from otherwise closely

related genotypes [4,12]. At the same time, the recipient genotype has also become

ecologically similar, in at least one niche dimension, to the organism from which it acquired

the novel pathway. In fact, such functional differentiation is observed among closely related

environmental isolates [13] and, in combination with high gene turnover, has been taken as

evidence that gene acquisition and loss is so high as to quickly erode any niche association

of lineages [12]. By extension, the very notion of a lineage has been questioned on the same

grounds – with the consequence that nearly each genotype might represent its own,

independent ecological unit [14] that can only be recognized by the functional genes it

carries [15].

In recent years, however, analysis of environmental isolates and metagenomes has shown

that microbial communities consist of genotypic clusters of closely related organisms and

that these can display cohesive environmental associations and dynamics that clearly

distinguish them from other such clusters co-existing in the same samples. Despite also

showing evidence for extensive gene flow, genetically distinguishable clusters have been

observed among closely related environmental and pathogenic isolates by multilocus

sequence analysis and genomics [1,16,17], and by metagenomics [18–20]. Moreover,

cohesive ecological dynamics and associations have been demonstrated for a growing

number of cases, including for vibrios, sulfate-reducing bacteria and cyanobacteria, as well

for organisms represented in several marine, freshwater and acid-mine drainage community

metagenomes. These observations suggest congruence of genotypic and ecological units and

are, in principle, consistent with the notion of populations as locally co-existing members of

a species. As we will discuss below, selection and recombination are paramount in shaping
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and maintaining such units, although the effects of biogeography, on both local [20,21] and

global [22,23] scales may also come into play.

The idea that genotypic clusters should be rapidly eroded by HGT might in part be an

artifact of early comparative studies of quite anciently diverged genomes. In these, only a

fraction of genes in the core genome showed phylogenetic congruence, and the flexible

genome seemed to be completely unrelated [12,24]. Moreover, we often call organisms

closely related if their 16S rRNA genes, which are commonly used as taxonomic markers,

show few percent nucleotide differences, yet such difference may indicate millions of years

of separate evolution with associated large genome changes [25]. But even as closely related

genomes (e.g., identical in 16S rRNA genes) began to be sequenced, these usually were not

isolated from the same habitat and hence were not part of the same populations of

interacting genotypes. This means that the effect of environmental selection might not be

easily disentangled from genetic divergence due to geographic separation [26]. For example,

in the marine cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus, populations in the Atlantic contain genes

responsible for efficient phosphorus acquisition that are absent from populations in the

Pacific [27]. Hence these genes are part of the core genome of Atlantic populations but

would be judged flexible genes if closely related isolates were compared from both ocean

regions. We therefore believe that an important step forward will be to emphasize

population-thinking in microbiology by assembling genomic datasets that represent clusters

of close relatives co-occurring in the same environment – as only these will allow

interpretation of how environmental selection acts on genomes from within the same

population.

The challenge is then to develop an understanding of how genotypic clusters originate and

are maintained, and whether they are selectively optimized to occupy sufficiently different

niches to co-exist with other clusters. Importantly, any such attempt needs to take into

account the considerable genotypic diversity encountered in environmental populations,

which often consist of genomes differing by a considerable fraction of their gene content

and displaying large allelic diversity even if most of their genes suggest close relationships

[26].

In this review, we begin by discussing the extent to which ecological and genetic units

overlap, and under what circumstances genetic units can be used as a proxy for ecological

units. We argue that, while it is essential to sequence populations of microbial genomes and

record ecological metadata, a powerful alternative is represented by a ‘reverse ecology’

approach in which genomic and gene flow information is used to make predictions about the

nature of ecological units (Box 1). What distinguishes reverse ecology from the broader

field of ecological genomics is its focus on simultaneously predicting ecological and genetic

units, rather than mapping ecological data onto pre-defined genetic units. These predictions

can then be tested using ecological metadata and experimental follow-up. Then we describe

in detail two examples of reverse ecology applied to different closely related, sympatric,

natural microbial populations. We synthesize conclusions from these examples, along with

data from more distantly related genomic comparisons and evolutionary models, and

propose a process of speciation that can operate under different regimes of selection and

recombination (Table 1). Early stages of the speciation process are driven by either gene-
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specific or genome-wide selective sweeps as microbes adapt to new sympatric niches, with

either high or low levels of recombination between niches, respectively. At more advanced

stages, if barriers to gene flow between niches emerge, distinct units of microbial diversity

come into focus and can be potentially be recognized (Box 2). As we have reasoned

previously, units can be defined operationally in cases where both genotypic and phenotypic

variance is much greater between than within such units [28]. We wish to make a strong

distinction between this process of speciation – which we define as any stage of the dynamic

process of ecological and genetic differentiation – and the concept of species, which we are

not attempting to address. Speciation need not proceed to completion, and recognizable units

of genotypic and ecological similarity will often contain abundant genetic and phenotypic

diversity within them. We conclude by briefly highlighting the potential for reverse ecology

to identify natural units of microbial diversity, and for genome-wide association studies

(GWAS) to identify mutations and genes underlying ecologically relevant traits.

Box 1

How to perform a reverse ecology population genomic study

1. The goal of the reverse ecology approach is to determine whether a sample of

closely related, sympatric genome sequences constitute one or more genotypic

units, and to test how these units might differ in their ecology either by mapping

of these clusters onto environmental gradients or patches, or by laboratory tests.

The sampling scheme need not be entirely unbiased. For example, isolates

should be intentionally chosen to be closely-related. They could also be chosen

from two or more hypothesized niches or phenotypic groups in order to test

whether these groups behave as separate genotypic units (Box 2), and to

uncover the genes or mutations that might contribute to their ecological

differences. Isolates should, however, be sampled from the same geographic

location in order to reduce the effects of allopatric divergence and focus on the

effects of local selection and recombination. Some a priori information –

perhaps from a previous phylogenetic or metagenomic survey – may also be

required in order to select a subset of closely related populations from the

community.

2. Choose a genomic or metagenomic approach. Whole-genome sequencing of

cultured isolates or isolated (but uncultured) single cells is preferable because it

reveals information about how genes and mutations are linked within genomes,

facilitating inferences about recombination events among genomes.

Metagenomic sequencing has the advantage of sampling more individuals

within an environment than are generally possible to isolate, but linkage

information will be limited by the sequencing read length and quality of the

assembly. Most importantly, unbiased metagenomic sequencing will only

provide an appropriate population genomic dataset for populations that are

relatively abundant in the sampled environment. The power of metagenomic

data can be boosted significantly if they are gathered as a time series. Although

such data sets are currently rare and potentially challenging to collect, they can

follow the speciation process (Table 1) in real time, and potentially catch
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selective sweeps and niche-specifying events in action. Fine-grained time series

might also follow shifting ecolological conditions over time, revealing

independent behaviors of different clusters.

3. Assemble genome sequences. Complete genome sequences are more readily

assembled from isolates, but assembly can also be attempted on metagenomic

data, taking care to guard against or account for different individuals being co-

assembled into a single genome.

4. Align genome sequences and define core and flexible components. Here,

particular care must be taken to only define these categories for organisms that

co-occur and hence have the potential to be connected by contemporary gene

flow and be subject to consistent environmental selection.

5. Evaluate phylogenetic signals in single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) found

in the core genome. Standard phylogenetic methods can be used to build a core

genome-wide phylogeny, and the average impact of recombination can be

measured by assessing linkage disequilibrium between SNPs. Specific

recombination events and breakpoints can then be identified using methods such

as BratNextGen [77], ClonalFrame/ClonalOrigin [78], and STARRInIGHTS

[55]. These analyses will reveal the number of major genotypic units (well-

supported monophyletic groups), and whether these units are supported genome-

wide (consistent with mostly clonal evolution) or in ‘islands’ or ‘continents’ of

the genome.

6. If populations were hypothesized a priori based on an ecological axis of

interest, assess whether these presumed populations correspond to genotypic

clusters or not. If genome-wide diversity is clustered according to ecology, this

suggests that stable clusters have formed (Table 1, Stages 4–5). If there is little

or no phylogenetic clustering according to ecology, the hypothesized

populations likely constitute a single, phenotypically diverse population. In this

case, certain (flexible) genes or (core) mutations that associate with ecology

might be identified by GWAS (Figure 3). If there is a preference for

recombination within rather than between ecological groups, the single

population might be on a trajectory towards speciation (Table 1, Stage 3).

If populations were not hypothesized a priori (a ‘purer’ reverse ecology approach),

assess how many phylogenetic groups were identified. If phylogenetic groupings are

supported genome-wide, this suggests stable differentiation (Table 1, Stages 4–5), the

ecological basis of which remains unknown but can be tested by phenotypically

characterizing representative isolates from each group and/or mapping genotypic clusters

onto environmental samples. If groupings are not supported genome-wide, genomic

regions containing the bulk of the phylogenetic signal, or signals of positive selection,

frequent recombination, or dense polymorphism can be functionally annotated to

generate hypotheses about their possible ecological roles.
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Box 2

Challenges in identifying natural units of microbial diversity

To determine whether two hypothesized units are indeed distinct, one must reject the

hypothesis that they are both part of the same unit. This means that they must differ in at

least one ecological dimension, and must show more genome-wide cohesion within than

between units. The cohesion could be due to higher rates of recombination within than

between populations, or due to independent genome-wide selective sweeps occurring in

each population, without significant recombination. Therefore, natural units of genome-

wide and ecological similarity can be produced under different regimes of selection and

recombination (Table 1). Importantly, no absolute cutoff (for either genetic or ecological

similarity) is necessary to define these units.

One challenge to overcome in identifying natural units is that some degree of

recombination is to be expected between separate units, which might exchange ‘globally

adaptive’ genes or alleles, while remaining separate elsewhere in the genome [79]. For

example, different species of Campylobacter exchange genes of certain functions only,

while remaining distinct throughout most of the genome [80,81]. In Streptococcus, cross-

species exchange is often accompanied by positive selection (high dN/dS in the

exchanged genes [47]). This suggests that biased cellular functions and positive selection

might be general features of globally adaptive genes, allowing them to be recognized and

excluded from phylogenetic or recombination-based tests for separation between units.

A second challenge is that a single cohesive population may still contain significant

phenotypic and genotypic variation, but this variation will be restricted to only a

relatively small fraction of the core and flexible genome. For example, genes under

diversifying or frequency-dependent selection within a single cohesive populations might

be mistaken for niche-specifying genes driving adaptation between populations. With

careful application of population-genetic tests for natural selection, combined with

phenotypic characterization of these genes, it is possible (if challenging) to distinguish

between these two scenarios.

Defining genetic and ecological units

Ecological units, in the most basic sense, denote groups of organisms with common

ecological functions. It is immediately obvious that this definition represents an abstraction

by the observer and is hence subject to individual preferences of how finely one wishes to

demarcate units [29]. For example, does the acquisition of an antibiotic resistance gene

generate a new ecological unit or simply a variant within an existing unit? Do all sulfate-

reducing bacteria represent one ecological unit since they all carry out a common, highly

relevant environmental function? In other words, is an ecotype (defined here as ecologically

completely equivalent genotypes) the right unit, or should we define ecological units more

broadly? To understand the genetic basis of ecological preferences, microbiologists will

generally make educated guesses about important and measurable dimensions of niche space

(e.g., host preference and ability to grow on a particular carbon source) and embark on a

population genomics study. Similar to classical, trait-based taxonomy, this approach is
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potentially subject to arbitrary weighing of phenotypes in order to define an ecological unit.

An alternative approach is to avoid a priori guesses as much as possible, and sample closely

related microbes, identify genomic units among them, and make hypotheses about their

ecological differences (if any) based on the predicted or experimentally validated effects of

these genomic differences, or, as we will argue later, based on patterns of gene flow. We

refer to this as a reverse ecology approach [30–32] (Box 1). If these genomic units

correspond to natural populations, this approach also provides the opportunity to test

hypotheses about the evolutionary mechanism creating and maintaining diversity within and

between such genomic units.

Genotypes are in principle easier to delineate than ecological types because a cell’s genome

can be measured by sequencing, whereas it is not clear how many phenotypic properties

have to be measured before a cell’s ecology is exhaustively captured. However, defining

genetic units suffers from similar problems as for ecological units because it is not clear

what measure of similarity to use and where to draw the bounds. Genotypes can be grouped

into units based on various measures of genomic similarity: DNA hybridization assays,

percent similarity in a marker gene, average nucleotide identity (ANI) across the genome, or

the proportion of shared genes [33]. These are all convenient measures, but they all require

that we decide on a cutoff value to divide units, often referred to as operational taxonomic

units (OTUs).

An alternative is to search for natural genetic units based on the mechanisms capable of

clustering genetic diversity, namely migration, mutation, recombination and selection. As

detailed in Box 1, this can be done with a relatively limited sample of genomes from the

same environment if one focuses on a defined taxonomic group. We exclude from this

review patterns of biogeography that arise due to allopatric speciation, and we refer the

reader to excellent recent work on the topic [20,34,35]. While allopatric speciation is

conceptually more straightforward, sympatric speciation is thought to be more common in

microbial populations [84]. We therefore focus on recombination and selection in sympatric

settings.

Modeling the interplay of selection and recombination

In answering how genotypic clusters originate and are maintained, it is critical to evaluate

the interplay of recombination and selection, both of which can vary widely. But while

recombination rates can be measured to some extent, the magnitude of selection is difficult

to assess directly in the wild, so that we have to rely on reasonable guesses. Below, we give

an overview of current knowledge of recombination rates, and then show how mathematical

models that explicitly incorporate recombination have been used to explore (i) the

probability that clusters arise in sympatry due to neutral processes, and (ii) the effect of

different recombination and selection rates on the spread of adaptive loci or alleles within

and across populations.

As noted above, homologous recombination rates can vary tremendously in different

lineages of bacteria and archaea, with some evolving in a highly clonal fashion while others

are considered sexual, with recombination rates up to 10-fold higher than mutation rates
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[36], resulting in >10-fold more polymorphism from recombination than mutation [37]. It is,

however, likely that most measured recombination rates are underestimates since typical

analyses allow inference of recombination only when highly polymorphic segments of DNA

are observed. Hence these measured rates might give a fairly accurate picture of

recombination between but not within clusters. Moreover, experimental observations have

suggested that the frequency of recombination drops exponentially with sequence

divergence due to the requirement of a 20 bp stretch of identical DNA sequence for efficient

initiation of recombination [38,39]. Such a rapid drop in frequency should limit efficient

exchange of DNA to closely related genomes, as expected within genotypic clusters, and

might play a role in maintaining the cohesion of clusters. Although such relationships have

been demonstrated for several, divergent groups of bacteria, in some archaea, the

requirement for short, identical DNA stretches seems to be absent [40,41], even though

environmental observations support decreased rates of recombination across clusters

[42,43]. Moreover, recent comparison of very closely related genomes has also shown that

very little sequence similarity appears to be required for integration of long stretches of

highly divergent DNA (including single nucleotide changes and structural variants) into the

genome [9,11] although the mechanisms remain unclear. These recent results show that

much remains to be learned about how recombination proceeds in different groups of

bacteria and archaea, making mathematical models an important tool to explore potential

outcomes, given reasonable assumptions about the importance of recombination relative to

mutation and selection.

Whether genotypic clusters can arise neutrally in sympatry was addressed with a simple

computational model starting with a single population that evolves by mutation and varying

degrees of recombination, but in the absence of selection [44]. Without recombination,

clonal clusters emerge by random mutation, but quickly drift to extinction. Because these

clusters are short lived, they accumulate very little sequence diversity and would be hard to

recognize in samples of microbes. When recombination rates become more frequent than

mutation rates, however, clusters no longer emerge, and the population remains

homogenous. A critical parameter in this model is the decline in the rate of homologous

recombination with sequence divergence. Separate clusters are only formed if the rate of

decline of recombination with mutational divergence is unrealistically high compared to

those observed experimentally [9,11,38,39]. Hence the model suggests that natural selection

should be required to produce stable genotypic clusters, and that neutral cluster formation is

extremely unlikely – a prediction that is borne out in long-term microbial experimental

evolution studies. These studies have provided evidence that most fixed mutations tend to be

adaptive, not neutral [45], and that formation of new genotypic clusters might involve

adaptation to using novel ressources [46].

Building on these results, a model was developed that includes one or more loci under

selection, conferring adaptation to either of two sympatric niches, which are completely

geographically overlapping, ensuring frequent mixing of all genotypes and an equal

probability of sharing genes [47,48]. In this sympatric simulation (symsim) model, niche

adaptation is encoded by genes or alleles already segregating within, or recently horizontally

transferred into the population, with de novo adaptive mutation assumed to be negligible.
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The symsim model readily describes the simple case in which niches correspond to two

different carbon sources dissolved in a single well-mixed aquatic environment. With rates of

recombination much higher than selection (r/s ≫ 1), diversity at any neutral locus was

unaffected by a selective sweep of an adaptive locus [47]. Conversely, when selection

coefficients are much higher than recombination rates (r/s ≪ 1), an adaptive allele will

generally sweep to fixation on a single genetic background, homogenizing neutral variation,

as in the Stable Ecotype model (Box 3). However, even with r/s ≪ 1, given enough time

before any further selective events, and assuming that the two niches remain sympatric,

neutral alleles will eventually become randomly distributed across genotypes, with only

adaptive alleles being selectively maintained [48]. Moreover, when the selective coefficient

is distributed across more than one adaptive locus, this reduces the effective strength of

selection and results in even stronger homogenization of neutral loci (and even to some

extent, adaptive loci) across niches.

Box 3

The Stable Ecotype model

The Stable Ecotype model of speciation, as developed by Cohan, invokes a prominent

role for natural selection to form and maintain separate genetic clusters. It also provides

an appealing mechanistic link between ecological and genetic units. In its basic form, an

ecotype can be understood as the domain of competitive superiority of an adaptive

mutant [82]. When an adaptive mutant arises within an ecotype population, it

outcompetes its neighbors, purging diversity in a periodic selection event. Importantly,

diversity is not purged in other ecotypes, which compete in independent niches. Ecotypes

are also subject to neutral mutation and drift, which, along with periodic selection events,

result in separate clusters of ecological and genetic diversity. The model states that

observed rates of recombination are not high enough to unlink adaptive and neutral loci

in the genome. Therefore, periodic selection is predicted to purge diversity genome-wide.

The Stable Ecotype model has never been directly observed in nature. Reasons for this

might include recombination rates being underestimated, and niche complementarity

maintaining multiple genotypes within a population. Support for the Stable Ecotype

model has come from experimental evolution studies, in which diversity can only be

generated by mutation within a restricted population, without the possibility for

recombination with distant relatives. In these studies, adaptive mutations increase in

frequency, eventually reaching fixation on a single genomic background, along with

neutral ‘hitchhiking’ mutations [45]. Some mutations may found a new ecotype by

allowing colonization of a new niche [83], followed by successive genome-wide sweeps

in the new ecotype.

Hence the model shows that although adaptation spreads differently in the two regimes of

recombination vs. selection, the eventual outcome is similar, i.e., recombination will

eventually homogenize perfectly sympatric genotypes even if they carry niche-specific

adaptations. The important consequence is that some kind of micro-geographic separation

between niches, akin to the ‘mosaic sympatry’ described by Mallet [7], might be required to
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reduce gene flow between niche-adapted genotypes before clusters of selectively neutral

genome-wide diversity may develop. Mosaic sympatry essentially means that niches are

distributed patchily, without being completely allopatric [7]. This situation might readily

describe many microbial environments, such as soil, oceans and animal hosts, where

resources are distributed in small-scale patches, but patches may be short-lived and

colonizing populations may mix frequently because of the need to recolonize new patches

[28]. Barriers to gene flow might also arise to due to incompatible restriction modification or

competence peptide systems yielding a form of mosaic sympatry, although empirical

evidence that either system actually promotes speciation is lacking [16, 85]. Overall, there is

a growing consensus that bacterial speciation generally takes place in sympatric or mosaic

sympatric settings [84].

Taken together, these models suggest, first, that in the absence of selection, neither clonal

nor sexual populations will split into stable, sympatric genotypic clusters due to neutral

processes. Second, selection on niche-specifying variants should be accompanied or

followed by habitat separation for genetic exchange to be reduced across the genome. With

r/s ≪ 1, stable clusters of ecological and genome-wide similarity can develop quickly (as in

the Stable Ecotype model, Box 3), and can remain distinct if gene-flow is impeded by

habitat partitioning. With r/s ≫ 1, genotypic clusters of distinct ecology would take longer

to establish since the gradual accumulation of sequence diversity by the interplay of

population-specific mutation and recombination is required for distinct genetic clusters to

emerge [49].

Important further predictions of these models are, first, that if we observe co-occurring

genotypic clusters, these should be ecologically distinct (even if they are closely-related).

This prediction has largely been supported by surveys of genetic diversity in the wild that

identified clusters with overlapping genetic and ecological similarity [18,20,50–53]. Second,

for a new niche-specifying gene or allele to induce habitat separation, there must be some

form of tradeoff that reduces its success in the former habitat while increasing it in the new

[15]. In the absence of such tradeoffs, an ecological generalist might evolve that is

successful in both habitats and remains cohesive by gene flow. As demonstrated below, we

have recently detected two nascent populations that appear to have evolved an ecological

tradeoff explaining their distribution [54].

Genomics of nascent clusters

As suggested by Wiedenbeck and Cohan [15], detailed investigations of the very early

stages of ecological differentiation – whether or not it proceeds to completion – are essential

to understanding the interplay of recombination and selection in generating ecological and

genetic units. We discuss two such snapshots of slightly different stages in this dynamic

process.

In the first, 20 Vibrio cyclitrophicus genomes with identical 16S rRNA genes were

sequenced and found to share >99% amino acid identity genome-wide. Despite being so

genetically similar, two separate groups with distinct ecological preferences were

recognized: isolates associated with organic particles and those free-living in coastal ocean
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water [55]. These distinct lifestyles are made possible by the patchy distribution of resources

in the ocean, which might promote a form of mosaic sympatry. In the second investigation,

Cadillo-Quiroz et al. [56] sequenced 12 genomes of the archaeon Sulfolobus islandicus from

a hotspring in Kamchatka, Russia. These studies were similar in that both sampled closely

related isolates from the same geographic location, without apparent barriers to genetic

exchange (either a single hotspring or a single bucket of seawater), and from groups of

bacteria or archaea with relatively high rates of recombination [37,42]. The studies differed

in that the first study had an a priori notion of ecological association for the two Vibrio

populations due to the sequencing of a gene under potential environmental selection [50,55],

while Cadillo-Quiroz et al. took a purer reverse ecology approach (Box 1), identifying two

phylogenetic groups based on overall genomic similarity, then investigating recombination

rates within and between groups, and characterizing phenotypic differences between them.

Both studies identified distinct regions of the genome containing single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) clearly dividing the two groups of isolates. In [55], these were

referred to as ecoSNPs, because they were fixed genetic differences between groups with

previously known ecological associations. Here, we refer to them more inclusively as

‘divergent SNPs’ (divSNPs) – a term that can also be applied to the Sulfolobus populations

since in these association with ecological differentiation is still unclear. In the Vibrio

genomes, the divSNPs were localized in densely clustered ‘islands’, whereas divSNPs were

both more numerous and more broadly dispersed across ‘continents’ of the Sulfolobus

genomes (Figure 1), likely reflecting a more advanced stage of differentiation (Table 1).

(Here we use the terms ‘islands’ and ‘continents’ in a metaphorical sense, not in a

biogeographical sense). Many of the divSNPs in the Sulfolobus continents are probably not

directly involved in ecological adaptation, and might be hitchhiking with putative adaptive

variants. The extent of this divergence hitchhiking [57] is much smaller in the Vibrio

islands, which are rich in ecologically relevant genes, such as those involved in stress

responses, attachment and biofilm formation [55]. Outside of these islands or continents,

both studies found poorly resolved phylogenetic separation – in fact, a plethora of distinct

and conflicting phylogenies across the genome – and shared genetic diversity between

groups, indicated by low fixation indices (FST). This provided evidence for a history of

rampant recombination among all sympatric isolates, not just those sharing an ecological

preference.

Do these observations support genome-wide or gene-specific selective sweeps (Figure 2),

and what are the implications for ecological/genetic units? One possibility is that genome-

wide sweeps did occur in each habitat, but the clonal frames were gradually eroded by

recombination of neutral loci between habitats, leaving behind islands or continents as the

only traces of the ancient clonal divergence. Modeling suggests that this gradual erosion

would require several thousand generations [48], over which time the islands or continents

of divSNPs (containing the habitat-specific alleles) would accumulate polymorphism within

populations. Yet, in the Vibrio genomes, most of the habitat-specific alleles show very low

polymorphism and high synonymous divergence between habitats. This suggests their recent

acquisition by recombination from more distant relatives, rather than being the remnant of a

more ancient genome-wide sweep. Moreover, a genome-wide sweep would not explain the
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presence of the same habitat-specific allele in different clonal frames, which was observed

to be the case at the RpoS/RTX locus [55]. These observations show that niche-specifying

genes or alleles may reside in different genotypes that are otherwise homogenized by gene

flow (Figure 2).

Genome-wide sweeps were not as firmly excluded in the Sulfolobus populations, although

deemed unlikely based on the relatively high inferred recombination rates among

populations [56]. As discussed above, archaea like Sulfolobus, which lack mismatch repair

machinery, generally show very little reduction in recombination as sequence divergence

increases, suggesting weak barriers to recombination between incipient clusters, favoring

gene-specific sweeps. Hence very strong divergent selection would be required for the

populations to have diverged before much recombination occurred between them, yielding

an effectively genome-wide selective sweep. Even in the absence of selection, however, the

populations could have diverged in allopatry before re-encountering each other in the same

hotspring. Either way, the resulting clonal frame would be observable as large continents of

divergence between populations (Figure 1), interrupted by recombination events following

the clonal divergence (a scenario not excluded by Cadillo-Quiroz et al.).

While the Sulfolobus populations appear to behave as two distinct genetic units, at first

glance, the two ecological populations identified in V. cyclitrophicus are contained within a

single genotypic cluster that appears thoroughly mixed by recombination at all except the

divSNP-containing loci (Figure 1). This picture of the vibrios as a single gene flow unit

changes, however, when inferred recombination events are separated into more ancient and

more recent ones – those that have presumably occurred before and after the ecological split,

respectively. Such analysis shows that the more recent events are biased to occur among

genotypes within either of the two habitats, whereas more ancient events connect all

genotypes. This suggests an evolutionary trajectory, most likely induced by microhabitat

separation, from a single freely recombining population towards two increasingly separate

gene pools. The same trend was observed in both the core and flexible components of the

population genomes of vibrios and Sulfolobus alike, and, if projected into the future, might

lead to the evolution of clearly distinct genotypic clusters.

As predicted in the models described above, the habitat separation of the two nascent Vibrio

populations appears to be associated with an ecological tradeoff. While one population

specializes in organic particle exploitation through strong attachment and growth in

biofilms, the other population only rarely attaches yet is specialized for dispersal by rapidly

detecting and swimming toward new particles, implying that it can better exploit short-lived

nutrient patches [54]. Based on their genetic distinctness, we would also predict the

ecological distinctness of the two Sulfolobus populations. Indeed, Cadillo-Quiroz et al. [56]

went on to show that the two populations differed in growth characteristics in the lab,

suggesting distinct niches. It is not yet clear whether these growth differences are relevant to

fitness in the wild, and further research will be needed to exclude the possibility that they

evolved as a consequence of neutral divergence in allopatry. However, assuming that

sequence divergence does not present a significant barrier to gene flow, the preference for

recombination within rather than between Sulfolobus populations is likely driven at least in

part by differences in ecological associations. Hence, these examples of closely related
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populations suggest that, in recombining microbes, gene flow barriers may help maintain

established units (Sulfolobus), and may initiate formation of new units (Vibrio). The Vibrio

example, in particular, further suggests that genes can spread in a population specific

manner and, perhaps, initiate microgeographic structure.

This model also helps explain previous findings in genomic and metagenomic surveys that

have found location-specific genes or alleles in genotypic clusters that are broadly

distributed but seem otherwise phylogenetically ‘well-mixed’ in neutral genes across the

genome [27,58–61]. While such mixing may be expected in microbes separated by only a

few microns in a biofilm [59], it is perhaps more surprising that Vibrio cholerae from

different continents [61], Prochloroccous from different oceans [27], or even haloarchaea

separated by a few hundred kilometers [58] remain cohesive at neutral loci. This may be

explained by at least a few genotypes being mixed across geographic distances in every

generation, allowing allopatric populations to remain homogenous outside of a few

environment-specific loci under location-specific selection (e.g., Prochlorococcus

phosphorus utilization genes discussed above). In other cases, geographic distance has been

correlated to significant divergence between populations [23] but such divergence need not

be permanent once gene flow barriers are removed. For example, clonal divergence was

reported between Leptospirillum populations that had been separated for ~1000 years

[20,21]. However, once the separation ended due to commercial mining activities, it took

only ~150 years (~100,000 bacterial generations) for the incipient populations to become

well-mixed by recombination of neutral loci across the genome [21].

In summary, these considerations suggest that gene-specific, rather than genome-wide

(clonal) selective sweeps may be more common in nature than previously thought. As we

discuss below, such gene-specific mechanisms begin with poor mapping between ecological

preference and neutral genetic diversity, but eventually result in tight ecological and genetic

units.

Stages in the speciation spectrum

The snapshots described above suggest a gradual process by which a new niche becomes

accessible when novel genes or alleles arise by mutation or HGT in an ancestral population

(Table 1, Stage 1). With sufficiently high recombination rates relative to selection, this

niche-specifying variant will spread in a gene-specific sweep (Figure 2, Stage 2A). If the

new and ancestral niches remain fully sympatric, with no barriers to recombination between

them, the process will stop here, as in the symsim model described above [48]. However, if

the new niche is also somehow associated with barriers to recombination (perhaps due to a

reduced encounter rate with genomes in the ancestral niche), genetic separation will begin to

occur at neutral loci throughout the genome (Stage 3). These ecological barriers might later

be reinforced by genetic barriers, as sequence divergence accumulates between lineages,

eventually inhibiting recombination genome-wide (Stage 4). Genetic isolation may also

develop more quickly if the capacity for recombination is transiently lost, either genetically

(e.g., [62]) or physiologically (e.g., by modulating expression of recombination and

mismatch repair machinery).
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Whether the early stages of speciation involve gene-specific or genome-wide selective

sweeps will depend on the r/s ratio, but both regimes can eventually lead to the same end

products of overlapping genotypic and ecological units (Table 1). The Sulfolobus

populations may be in an intermediate regime, with a low enough r/s ratio to allow clonal

sweeps at Stage 2, but sufficient recombination to generate the patterns of gene flow

observed at Stages 3 and 4. Based on the number of conflicting phylogenetic signals in the

genome, flexible genome diversity, and presence of niche-specific genes in multiple

different clonal frames, it appears that the vibrios are firmly in the r/s ≫ 1 regime. Yet this

this seems at odds with experimentally estimated recombination rates, which appear to be

generally much lower than even moderate selection coefficients [15].

What factors might keep r/s so high – astoundingly high, in fact, compared to our

expectations? One possibility is that genome-wide selective sweeps are slowed by negative

frequency-dependent selection [26], imposed on traits involved in susceptibility to phage

predation (e.g., surface structures [63]) or in social interactions within microbial populations

(e.g., siderophore or antibiotic production [10,64]). Another possibility is that genome-wide

sweeps are slowed by clonal interference (e.g., [65]), allowing more time for recombination

to occur before all diversity is purged. Further research will be needed to distinguish

between these possibilities.

We propose that the Sulfolobus lineages are approximately at Stage 3 or 4, while the vibrios

are at around Stage 2 or 3. As a result, potential niche-specifying genes or alleles are much

more readily pinpointed in the Vibrio islands than the Sulfolobus continents. Whether the

nascent Vibrio lineages will persist cannot be predicted but we note that 3 years after the

initial sampling, the same populations with the same set of habitat-specific flexible genes

were observed once again, suggesting a reasonably stable association between ecological

units and selected parts of the genome [66]. However, we note that at Stage 2, the two

nascent populations cannot be differentiated from a single population with the putative

niche-specifying genes under balancing or negative frequency-dependent selection within

the population [26,67]. Only with ecological information that demonstrates poor habitat

overlap and/or reduced recombination throughout the genome (Stages 3–4) can we

reasonably consider the population to be splitting in two.

As this split occurs, lineages might eventually become permanently separate, forming

distinct ecological and genome-wide sequence clusters (at neutral loci across the genome,

interrupted by occasional exchange between lineages), until one or both go extinct (Stage 5).

Importantly, this long-term result of formation of congruent ecological and genetic clusters

is expected under both high and low r/s ratios. Therefore, comparing microbial genomes that

have already reached this stage is not expected to be informative about the relative influence

of selection and recombination at early stages. From a practical standpoint, once lineages

have diverged to Stage 5, they should be easily recognizable as distinct ecological and

genetic units. For example, environmental and gut-associated groups of Escherichia coli

have distinct ecologies and have diverged genetically throughout the genome [17]. It

therefore appears to be justifiable not to group these lineages together into the same species

(Box 2).
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We stress that, just because these stages of speciation can be defined, it does not mean that

all populations that start at Stage 1 will make it to Stage 5. In fact, the intermediates may be

more numerous than the end products. As James Mallet [7] wrote, “speciation appears to be

easy; the intermediate stages are all around us.” If this is the case, many more examples

should be forthcoming from across the microbial world. Studied using the framework of

population genomics and reverse ecology (Box 1), they will test the generality of the

speciation process that we propose based on current data.

Variation within a cohesive population

Our discussion thus far has focused on how to define and delimit the boundaries between

internally cohesive microbial populations. Cohesive populations may nevertheless contain

high levels of genotypic (and to some extent, phenotypic) diversity within them. How can

this be explained? First, as discussed earlier, niche-specifying variants (genes or alleles) may

come with a fitness tradeoff, such that they are adaptive in one niche but not another

(indeed, one might even define them as such). In a genetically cohesive population that

spans two niches, different niche-specifying variants will be maintained in each niche,

leading to variation at the level of the entire population. (In fact, without knowledge of

habitat specificity and tendency toward within-habitat recombination, the vibrios could be

thought of in this way: as a single cohesive population, with diversity at the level of niche-

specifying variants that have failed to sweep through the entire population because of some

tradeoff). Second, frequency-dependent selection might maintain diversity in a subset of

genes involved in niche complementarity, social interactions, and predator-prey interactions

[26]. A relatively high proportion of genes in the flexible genome may be involved in such

interactions. It has been argued previously that many genes occurring at intermediate

frequency within genomes are involved in predation evasion by varying surface antigenicity

[26,63]. Moreover, intermediate frequency genes may be involved in frequency dependent

interactions such as public good production and cheating as well as niche-complementation

[26]. This may also explain some phenotypic variation frequently observed among closely

related genotypes. For example, any secreted compound, such as enzymes, antibiotics, or

signaling molecules, can become a public good that may invite cheating given sufficiently

stable population structure. Lastly, we should not forget that many genes, typically localized

in genomic islands of high variation, appear to have such high turnover within populations

that a high fraction might be (nearly) neutral to bacterial fitness [68–70]. Similarly, if

genome-wide selective sweeps do not periodically reduce diversity, substantial allelic

diversity will be preserved through speciation. In other words, allelic diversity will be much

older than the population itself [71]. Importantly, interpretation of such microevolutionary

changes in the context of selection and population dynamics requires that sympatric

genomes (i.e., from the same population) are sampled.

Another portion of genes that are generally considered as part of the flexible genome may

actually be part of the core genome of local populations and hence be under purifying

selection. The example of Prochlorococcus populations in the Atlantic and Pacific given

earlier in this review falls into this category. Another recent example is Campylobacter

jejuni strains that were isolated from both cattle and chickens, but the genome-wide

phylogeny provided little evidence for host preference [72]. In other words, host-switching
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is relatively rapid and long-term host preferences have not been established. However, a

gene cluster involved in vitamin B5 biosynthesis is universally present in cattle isolates, but

mostly absent in chicken isolates. This gene cluster appears to provide a selective advantage

in B5-depleted environments, which might include the cattle gut [72]. An ecological trait is

therefore associated with variation in a single gene cluster, but not with diversity across the

entire genome. The gene cluster can be thought of as a niche-specifying variant, and the

cattle- and chicken-associated isolates could be placed at Stage 1 of the differentiation

spectrum (Table 1). This by no means guarantees that Stage 1 will proceed to Stage 2 and

onward to genome-wide divergence. Rather, phenotypic diversity in host preference might

be thought of as part of the shared ecology of all C. jejuni. Regardless, these examples

highlight the importance of considering allele frequencies (in the core and flexible genome)

in the context of carefully sampled populations (Box 1).

Whether or not niche-specifying variants trigger further differentiation, they can provide

insights into the mechanisms of niche adaptation, and can be identified by properly designed

GWAS. An appropriate microbial GWAS should account for the degree of recombination or

clonality in the population of interest [73]. Especially in highly clonal populations,

associations should be based on a convergence criterion [74,75], in which phenotypes of

interest are acquired independently in different lineages (Figure 3). Mutations, alleles or

genes that are repeatedly associated with these phenotypic transitions can then be identified,

and the statistical significance of their associations assessed relative to a neutral model [76].

In highly recombining populations, convergence tests are still justified [47,67], but might

lack power relative to approaches that take into account rapid recombination. For example,

in Vibrio, the flexible genome turns over very rapidly [55,61,69], such that associations

between habitat preference and flexible genes are unlikely to be maintained by vertical

descent, but rather by habitat-specific selective pressures. Similar reasoning was used to

identify E. coli flexible genes associated with environmental or gut-associated lifestyles

[17].

Concluding remarks and prospects for reverse ecology

As we have outlined in this review, when genotypic clusters can be detected, they should be

ecologically differentiated from other such clusters. Although this does not preclude some

level of ecological diversity within these clusters due to the potential of acquisition of novel,

niche-specifying genes, such diversity should be relatively minor because selection can only

maintain a limited number of ecologically divergent loci within the same, genetically mixed

population [48]. Hence a reverse ecology strategy, in which genotypic clusters among co-

existing microbes are identified as a first step toward identifying ecologically cohesive

populations, is potentially easier than the forward approach, which is to map marker genes

onto many environmental samples in the hopes of finding significant ecological

associations.

As genome sequencing becomes more and more broadly accessible because of decreased

cost and increased throughput, it will become feasible to sequence sufficient numbers of

closely related genomes from the same environmental samples, either in the form of isolates

or single-cell genomes. Moreover, improved coverage and assembly techniques will also
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allow increased identification of genotypic clusters from metagenomic samples. Once these

genomes are available, they can serve two purposes. First, they can be used to delineate

clusters, and second, they can help build hypotheses of environmental differentiation by

searching for genes of potential ecological relevance. In that way, some guess as to the

population’s niche can be made before engaging in the exercise of mapping the cluster onto

environmental samples and identifying correlations with biotic and abiotic environmental

metadata. We stress that this exercise must consider the fine structure of the environment

since microbial habitats and interactions often occur at small spatial (micro- to millimeters)

and temporal scales (minutes to days) [28]. Given sufficient environmental and genomic

sampling, GWAS can provide valuable further insights as to the causes of allele and gene

diversity within and between populations (Box 4).

Enabled by our still-evolving knowledge of microbial diversity, the combined toolkits of

population genomics, reverse ecology, and GWAS will no doubt continue to enrich and

expand our understanding as we move from descriptive to more mechanistic models of the

ecological and genetic structure of microbes in the wild.

Box 4

Outstanding questions

• How frequently does speciation happen in sympatry, and how long-lived are

genotypic/phenotypic units, on average?

• What types of ecological tradeoffs are associated with mosaic sympatry?

• Does the relative importance of gene-specific and genome-wide selective

sweeps vary across different natural microbial populations and/or habitats?

• What evolutionary or ecological mechanisms depress selection rates in the

environment, hence delaying or preventing genome-wide selective sweeps?

• Why do genomes, even within ecologically cohesive populations, display such

large gene-content variation?
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Glossary

Allopatric a set of sampled isolates or genomes from different geographic

areas, where barriers to migration and gene flow are significant
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Clonal frame the portion of the genome transmitted by vertical (clonal) evolution,

unimpacted by HGT. Mutations in the clonal frame should all fall

parsimoniously on a single phylogenetic tree

Core genome the portion of the genome that is present (or in practice, that can be

aligned) in all of a given set of sequenced isolates or metagenomes

Flexible genome the set of genes or DNA that is present in only a fraction of a given

set of sequenced isolates or metagenomes

Gene-specific
selective sweep

the process in which an adaptive gene or allele (possibly a niche-

specifying variant) spreads in a population by recombination faster

than by clonal expansion. The result is that the adaptive variant is

present in more than a single clonal background, and that diversity

is not purged genome-wide

Genome-wide
association study
(GWAS)

a technique commonly used in eukaryotic genetics to identify

genomic variants that are associated with a phenotype of interest. In

highly structured populations (e.g., clonal microbes), it is essential

to correct for false associations due to phylogenetic structure

Genome-wide
selective sweep

the process in which an adaptive gene or allele (possibly a niche-

specifying variant) spreads in a population by clonal expansion of

the genome that first acquired it. The result is that diversity is

purged genome-wide, and that the adaptive variant is linked in the

same clonal frame as the rest of the genome

Horizontal gene
transfer (HGT)

the incorporation of foreign DNA into a genome. Incorporation can

be mediated by either homologous recombination or non-

homologous recombination of DNA that enters a cell via

transformation, transduction or conjugation. In bacteria and archaea,

all gene transfer is horizontal (i.e., always unidirectional)

Homologous
recombination

a mechanism of DNA integration requiring at least short tracts of

identity between the genome and the foreign DNA, mediated by

RecA and mismatch-repair machinery. The integrated DNA can

result in single-nucleotide changes and in some cases, addition or

loss of relatively long stretch of DNA including entire genes

Metagenome the total set of all the genomic DNA in a particular environment or

sample

Negative
frequency
dependent
selection

a type of natural selection that favors rare phenotypes in a

population

Niche a specific set of ecological parameters (environments, resources,

physical and chemical characteristics, biotic interactions etc.) to
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which an organism is adapted. This does not necessarily imply (but

does not exclude) physical separation between niches

Niche-specifying
variant

a mutation, gene or allele that allows a cell to be part of a particular

niche. These variants are under positive selection within the

particular niche, but not outside it

Non-homologous
recombination

integration of DNA with no homologous allele already present in

the genome, often mediated by phage and integrative elements. This

results in the acquisition of entirely new genes

Population a group of individuals sharing genetic and ecological similarity, and

co-existing in a sympatric setting

Positive selection a type of natural selection that favors variants conferring a fitness

advantage, causing them to increase in frequency in a population

Sympatric a set of sampled isolates or genomes from the same geographic

area, where barriers to migration and gene flow are low or non-

existent
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Highlights

• Mathematical models and genomic data provide new insights into microbial

speciation.

• Adaptive genes can either spread within populations or trigger genome-wide

sweeps.

• Formation of new genotypic clusters in sympatry requires (microgeographic)

gene-flow barriers.

• if arisen in sympatry, genotypic clusters represent congruent ecological and

genetic units.
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Figure 1. Genomic islands and continents of speciation
Based on data from aligned core genomes of Vibrio cyclitrophicus [55] (upper panel) and

Sulfolobus islandicus [56] (lower panel), the distribution of divergent SNPs (divSNPs) fixed

between populations is plotted along the genome as black bars. Vibrio and Sulfolobus

contain, respectively, 725 divSNPs distributed over ~1% of the genome, and 4232 divSNPs

over ~36% of the genome. Scale is approximate for divSNPs (y-axis) and genome position

(x-axis). The y-axis is not to scale for SNPs rejecting differentiation between populations

(regions of the genome shown in grey).
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Figure 2. Ecological differentiation via a gene-specific sweep
This illustration follows the basic steps of the symsim model [48]. At the first time point

(t1), a niche-specifying gene (red triangle) arrives into a homogeneously recombining

population occupying a single niche. Between t1 and t2 (as between all time points),

recombination occurs at random from a sympatric pool (1–2 events per genome, illustrated

as arrows), then genomes reproduce clonally, and are culled to a carrying capacity of 4

genomes per niche. Because the niche-specifying gene confers a selective advantage in the

new niche, genomes that contain it grow exponentially until the carrying capacity is reached
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at t3. Other genomes are culled at random, because the rest of the gene pool is neutral to

fitness. By t4, the gene-specific sweep is complete: the niche- specifying gene is in perfect

association with the new niche, but all other genes are randomly distributed across niches.

At this point, barriers to recombination between niches (dashed line) may or may not

emerge. (Note: recombination events at t4 are not shown for purposes of clarity, but this

does not mean they do not occur).
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Figure 3. Evolutionary convergence as the basis for GWAS
In this simplified example, the genome-wide core phylogeny has been inferred for a sample

of mostly clonal bacterial isolates (A–L). A convergent (homoplasic) SNP is identified in 4

genomes. Importantly, this corresponds to only 2 independent mutation events (T→A,

indicated in the phylogenetic tree by the red “X” with an “A” above it), which associate

perfectly with 2 independent transitions from the antibiotic sensitive to resistant (R) state.

The significance of the association can be assessed by calculating a P-value by resampling

from the genome-wide distribution of mutations and phenotypic states (resistant or sensitive)

on the phylogeny. By failing to account for population structure (e.g. the phylogenetic

information), 4 events would be counted, thereby overestimating the significance of the

association. GWAS can also be performed considering entire genes, instead of individual

nucleotide sites, as targets of convergent mutations. See [72,76] for examples.
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Table 1

Stages of microbial speciation under different rates of selection and homologous recombinationa

(A) r/s ≫ 1 (B) r/s ≪ 1

Stage 1 New niche-specifying variant(s) acquired by mutation, homologous recombination or HGT

Stage 2 Ecological separation: new variant spreads in new niche by
recombination

Ecological separation: new variant spreads in new niche
by clonal expansion

Stage 3 Genetic separation driven by genome- wide depression in
recombination between new and ancestral niches

Genetic separation driven by periodic selection and drift

Stage 4
Genetic separation maintained by genetic barriers to
recombination, including sequence divergence and epistasis;
otherwise lineages may merge back together

Genetic separation maintained by further periodic
selection and drift events; lineages are permanently
separate

Stage 5 Lineages remain ecologically and genetically distinct (at both adaptive and neutral loci, genome-wide) until extinction

a
The relative influence of selection [s, the average fitness difference experienced by a niche-specifying (adaptive) allele in different niches] and

recombination (r, the recombination rate per locus per generation) is expressed as the r/s ratio. The stages represent rough, potentially overlapping
and potentially terminal steps (e.g. Stage 2 need not lead to Stage 3).
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